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of work requiring invention, imagination, originality or talent in a recognized field of artistic or creative endeavor as required under § 541.300. Although some police officers, fire fighters, paramedics, emergency medical
technicians and similar employees
have college degrees, a specialized academic degree is not a standard prerequisite for employment in such occupations.
§ 541.4 Other laws and collective bargaining agreements.
The Fair Labor Standards Act provides minimum standards that may be
exceeded, but cannot be waived or reduced. Employers must comply, for example, with any Federal, State or municipal laws, regulations or ordinances
establishing a higher minimum wage or
lower maximum workweek than those
established under the Act. Similarly,
employers, on their own initiative or
under a collective bargaining agreement with a labor union, are not precluded by the Act from providing a
wage higher than the statutory minimum, a shorter workweek than the
statutory maximum, or a higher overtime premium (double time, for example) than provided by the Act. While
collective bargaining agreements cannot waive or reduce the Act’s protections, nothing in the Act or the regulations in this part relieves employers
from their contractual obligations
under collective bargaining agreements.
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Subpart B—Executive Employees
§ 541.100 General rule for executive
employees.
(a) The term ‘‘employee employed in
a bona fide executive capacity’’ in section 13(a)(1) of the Act shall mean any
employee:
(1) Compensated on a salary basis at
a rate of not less than $455 per week (or
$380 per week, if employed in American
Samoa by employers other than the
Federal Government), exclusive of
board, lodging or other facilities;
(2) Whose primary duty is management of the enterprise in which the
employee is employed or of a customarily recognized department or subdivision thereof;

(3) Who customarily and regularly directs the work of two or more other
employees; and
(4) Who has the authority to hire or
fire other employees or whose suggestions and recommendations as to the
hiring, firing, advancement, promotion
or any other change of status of other
employees are given particular weight.
(b) The phrase ‘‘salary basis’’ is defined at § 541.602; ‘‘board, lodging or
other facilities’’ is defined at § 541.606;
‘‘primary duty’’ is defined at § 541.700;
and ‘‘customarily and regularly’’ is defined at § 541.701.
§ 541.101

Business owner.

The term ‘‘employee employed in a
bona fide executive capacity’’ in section 13(a)(1) of the Act also includes
any employee who owns at least a bona
fide 20-percent equity interest in the
enterprise in which the employee is
employed, regardless of whether the
business is a corporate or other type of
organization, and who is actively engaged in its management. The term
‘‘management’’ is defined in § 541.102.
The requirements of Subpart G (salary
requirements) of this part do not apply
to the business owners described in this
section.
§ 541.102

Management.

Generally, ‘‘management’’ includes,
but is not limited to, activities such as
interviewing, selecting, and training of
employees; setting and adjusting their
rates of pay and hours of work; directing the work of employees; maintaining production or sales records for use
in supervision or control; appraising
employees’ productivity and efficiency
for the purpose of recommending promotions or other changes in status;
handling employee complaints and
grievances;
disciplining
employees;
planning the work; determining the
techniques to be used; apportioning the
work among the employees; determining the type of materials, supplies,
machinery, equipment or tools to be
used or merchandise to be bought,
stocked and sold; controlling the flow
and distribution of materials or merchandise and supplies; providing for the
safety and security of the employees or
the property; planning and controlling
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§ 541.105

the budget; and monitoring or implementing legal compliance measures.
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§ 541.103 Department or subdivision.
(a) The phrase ‘‘a customarily recognized department or subdivision’’ is intended to distinguish between a mere
collection of employees assigned from
time to time to a specific job or series
of jobs and a unit with permanent status and function. A customarily recognized department or subdivision must
have a permanent status and a continuing function. For example, a large
employer’s human resources department might have subdivisions for labor
relations, pensions and other benefits,
equal employment opportunity, and
personnel management, each of which
has a permanent status and function.
(b) When an enterprise has more than
one establishment, the employee in
charge of each establishment may be
considered in charge of a recognized
subdivision of the enterprise.
(c) A recognized department or subdivision need not be physically within
the employer’s establishment and may
move from place to place. The mere
fact that the employee works in more
than one location does not invalidate
the exemption if other factors show
that the employee is actually in charge
of a recognized unit with a continuing
function in the organization.
(d) Continuity of the same subordinate personnel is not essential to the
existence of a recognized unit with a
continuing function. An otherwise exempt employee will not lose the exemption merely because the employee
draws and supervises workers from a
pool or supervises a team of workers
drawn from other recognized units, if
other factors are present that indicate
that the employee is in charge of a recognized unit with a continuing function.
§ 541.104 Two or more other employees.
(a) To qualify as an exempt executive
under § 541.100, the employee must customarily and regularly direct the work
of two or more other employees. The
phrase ‘‘two or more other employees’’
means two full-time employees or their
equivalent. One full-time and two halftime employees, for example, are

equivalent to two full-time employees.
Four half-time employees are also
equivalent.
(b) The supervision can be distributed
among two, three or more employees,
but each such employee must customarily and regularly direct the work of
two or more other full-time employees
or the equivalent. Thus, for example, a
department with five full-time nonexempt workers may have up to two
exempt supervisors if each such supervisor customarily and regularly directs
the work of two of those workers.
(c) An employee who merely assists
the manager of a particular department and supervises two or more employees only in the actual manager’s
absence does not meet this requirement.
(d) Hours worked by an employee
cannot be credited more than once for
different executives. Thus, a shared responsibility for the supervision of the
same two employees in the same department does not satisfy this requirement. However, a full-time employee
who works four hours for one supervisor and four hours for a different supervisor, for example, can be credited
as a half-time employee for both supervisors.
§ 541.105

Particular weight.

To determine whether an employee’s
suggestions and recommendations are
given ‘‘particular weight,’’ factors to
be considered include, but are not limited to, whether it is part of the employee’s job duties to make such suggestions and recommendations; the frequency with which such suggestions
and recommendations are made or requested; and the frequency with which
the employee’s suggestions and recommendations are relied upon. Generally, an executive’s suggestions and
recommendations must pertain to employees whom the executive customarily and regularly directs. It does not
include an occasional suggestion with
regard to the change in status of a coworker. An employee’s suggestions and
recommendations may still be deemed
to have ‘‘particular weight’’ even if a
higher level manager’s recommendation has more importance and even if
the employee does not have authority
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